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Title Transparent Population and Demography Studies: Sharing Human Participant Data 
Responsibly 

Organizers Dessi Kirilova (Qualitative Data Repository, Dessi.Kirilova@syr.edu – primary 
contact) and Diana Kapiszewski, Georgetown University and Qualitative Data Repository  

Description and objective This tutorial focuses on the practices, problems, and promise of 
population scientists’’, demographers’ and sociologists’ ethical sharing of the human participant 
data their research generates.  
 
Over the last few decades, across the social sciences there has been a growing expectation that 
data generated through scholarly research will be shared. Sharing is especially important and 
challenging with the rich data generated through interaction with human participants. Sharing 
such data after the completion of a research project allows authors to be transparent, and to 
show the empirical and analytic basis of their published findings. Sharing also allows other 
scholars to analyze those data to answer new questions. Yet sharing human participant 
research data also presents significant challenges, particularly with regard to confidentiality, 
privacy, and the protection of participants.  
 
Fortunately, socio-technical infrastructure is being developed by various research entities 
(including dedicated data repositories) to provide a range of risk-reduction measures that allow 
scholars to make their research open while protecting human participants. In a most general 
sense, these comprise security and privacy controls either applied technologically or via 
operational user agreements to restrict access to data or limit the potential for harm if access is 
permitted.  
 
In this tutorial, attendees will consider the challenges involved in informing their human 
participants the possibility of sharing the data generated through research interactions with 
them, and in the actual sharing of those data. Attendees will be invited to discuss how they 
have sought to address those challenges, and how they and other scholars could work to 
mitigate them. The organizers will guide the structured discussion on the basis of their ongoing 
work with various institutional stakeholders in the academic ecosystem (e.g., Institutional 
Review Boards [IRBs], funders, publishers) as well as scholars from multiple academic 
disciplines. They will also introduce and discuss recommended practices for the ethical sharing 
of human participant data in different research and data sharing scenarios.   
 

The model of a research data lifecycle will be explained as a useful way to organize data 
management steps at each phase of a typical research project. Key challenges that emerge in 
the interactive conversation will be summarized according to project phase and relevant 
resources / decision trees / information tools will be suggested for each category.   



 
Expected outcomes: 

• Attendees will become (more) familiar with ongoing changes in expectations about data 
sharing and data accessibility as they affect scholarly communication and the evaluation 
of research; 

• Attendees will be introduced to a range of strategies that can be used to protect 
research participants while facilitating data availability, and how various institutional 
stakeholders (e.g., IRBs and trusted digital data repositories) can help scholars to 
achieve that outcome; 

• Attendees will receive guidance on how to discuss data sharing with human 
participants, and will be presented with models for consent language that both assures 
the protection of human participants and allows data generated through interaction 
with them to be shared. 

 

Relevance In a field such as population science, where research and practice are  often deeply 
integrated, an understanding of how to design and conduct research with real human beings 
whose data – in some cases personal and sensitive – can nevertheless be shared appropriately 
for the advancement of research and future evidence-based interventions can be 
transformative. While this might be still a fairly new approach for many PAA attendees, this 
workshop is intended as a learning opportunity to develop cutting-edge data management skills 
that will allow them to enhance the rigor and transparency of their research, as well as 
potential applications of their empirical results in future practice. The topic fits both the 
professional development and research communication focus of workshop activities.  

Target Audience The tutorial should be of interest to PAA members who conduct human 
participant research, and who are interested in sharing their research data in order to make 
their published scholarship more transparent, for secondary analysis, or to enhance 
teaching.  We will seek to actively recruit scholars who have received funding from the NSF in 
the past five years. Scholars who can discuss the challenges they faced (or anticipate facing) in 
connection with a specific research project, and who can consider the various options for 
ethical data sharing that will be discussed in the context of that project, will benefit most from 
the tutorial. Participants do not need to have any prior knowledge on the topic of the tutorial. 
Graduate students planning their dissertation work are also welcome. 

15-25 people  

Preferred Days Wednesday, April 6, 2022 would be ideal 

Duration ½ day 

Format Interactive structured guided conversation 

Activities Small-group interactions; case study review of participants’ own projects; data 
management plan exercise (differentiated by need – drafting or reviewing one) 

Schedule Morning hours preferred, but we are flexible 



Online option Yes  

A/V Needs Nothing special needed 

Presenter bios 

Dessi Kirilova has worked at the Qualitative Data Repository since its founding and is currently 
the repository's senior curation specialist. For the past five years she has also served as a key 
researcher on QDR's “Working with Sensitive Research Data” initiative, aimed at developing 
strategies for ethically and legally sharing sensitive human participant data. Over the years, she 
has assisted in shaping the repository’s policies, acquisitions outreach, curatorial support for 
depositors (including in dealing with human participants and copyright constraints) and data 
management training. Dessi's background is in Political Science and her related interests are in 
educating social science researchers more broadly in good data practices, starting in the 
research planning stages. 

 
Diana Kapiszewski is Provost’s Distinguished Associate Professor of Government at Georgetown 
University. Her research interests include comparative law and politics, and research methods. 
Kapiszewski serves as QDR’s Associate Director for Research, co-edits the Cambridge University 
Press “Methods for Social Inquiry” book series, and co-authored Field Research in Political 
Science: Practices and Principles (Cambridge University Press, 2015). Her current work focuses 
on field methods, research openness, and qualitative verification. She was awarded the APSA 
Qualitative and Multi-Method Research section's Mid-Career Achievement Award in 2013.) 

 


